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ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF THE FREE BORDER OF THE
HUMAN INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL CELL
W I L L I A M S. HAUBRICH, M.D.,* JOHN H . L . WATSON, PhD.,**
W I L L I A M O'DRISCOLL, M.D.,* AND VIRGINIA V A L E N T I N E * *

The particular structure of the free border of the vertebrate intestinal epithelial
cell which faces on the lumen of the gut has long tantalized observers employing the
ordinary optical microscope. The physiologic significance of the free border is obvious:
all nutriment, whatever its form, must pass through it.
Because of optically visible striations, the free border is often referred to as
"the striated border" or "the brush border". Such a striated free border is not
unique in the intestinal epithelial cell but is seen also in the renal tubule cell which,
interestingly, also has to do with absorption.
Over a century ago Henle' first described an unusual thickness in the free
border ("freie Oberflache") but he depicted it as structureless. With more discerning
study shortiy thereafter, began a controversy which lasted more than 100 years until
the advent of the electron microscope. Figure 1 shows an optical photomicrograph
of normal human jejunal mucosa.
All optical microscopists agreed that fine striations were visible within the free
border running perpendicular to the lumenal surface. The controversy concerned
whether these striations represented (a) cilia, or immobile rods resembling cilia, or (b)
minute canals or "pores". The history of the controversy has been inclusively
chronicled by I . R. Baker.^ By his own elaborate deductions from optical microscopy.
Baker concluded that the striations were minute cylindrical canals. It is interesting
(and somewhat disappointing to the present-day reader of Baker's painstaking treatise)
that after summing up the arguments, he championed the wrong hypothesis.
In 1949 Barbara Granger and Richard F. Baker' first described the electron
microscopy of the striated border of the rat intestinal epithelium. The controversy
was ended. The striations were clearly shown to be rod-like extensions of cellular
cytoplasm. From their measurements of these "microvilli", (average length 0.53/i*,
average width 0.75/n), Granger and Baker calculated the surface area of each microvillus to approximate 0.13 p.''. They further estimated that each cell of the rat
epithelium supported about 3000 of these protoplasmic extensions (extrapolating to
200,000,000 per mm'). As a result of the presence of these microvilli, rather than
of plane surfaces, the authors suggested that the entire absorptive surface was
increased 30 times.
The microvillous structure of the free striated border has been repeatedly confirmed*-''''''' in laboratory animals, chiefly rats and mice. The most elaborate morphologic description and painstaking measurements of fine structure are contained in
the monograph by Zetterqvist'.
"p. (micron) = 10-4cm.
* Division of Gastroenterology.
** Department of Physics, Edsel B. Ford Institute for Medical Research.
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Studying the ultrastructure of the rat intestinal epithelium, Zetterqvist found
the length of the microvilli to vary considerably from 0.91=t0.99;ii, while the width
varied somewhat less from 0.10=t0.003/a.. He observed no inverse relation between
varying height and width.
Zetterqvist calculated the surface area of a single whole microvillus to be of
the order of 0.28 3^i^ Further, he counted 47 ± 1 microvilli per ju,' and estimated the
microvillous structure to increase the total surface area of epithelium 14 times.
Coincident with our own studies, Hartman and his associates'" published the first
electron micrograph of human intestinal epithelium. Their brief recording did not
specify their observations regarding the free border.
As an extension of our continuing study of the mechanism of fat absorption
by the small intestine," we have sought to investigate the ultrastmcture of the human
intestinal epithelial cell. Our first task has been to obtain satisfactory electron mcirographs of the normal columnar absorbing cell in a fasting state.
M A T E R I A L A N D METHOD
Mucosal biopsies have been obtained from the several segments of small intestine
in normal human subjects by means of the Crosby capsule. The interval required
for severance of the mucosal specimen, recovery of the capsule, and delivery of the
tissue into fixative has been 2 to 416. minutes in our hands. The time required to
retrieve ileal biopsies is slightly longer than for duodenal specimens; the greater
period is consumed as the capsule is withdrawn through the pylorus and cardia.
The fixing medium has been isotonic 1 per cent osmium tetroxide buffered to
pH 7.4. The fixation period has been varied but is currently 2 hours. The subsequent processing of the tissue for electron microscopy has been modified from
the method of Farquhar.'^ A Porter-Blum ultramicrotome was used to cut sections
and the micrographs taken with a modified E M U 2B microscope.
OBSERVATIONS
Thus far in the material examined no appreciable differences in the fine structure
of the free border have been observed among cells obtained from the duodenum,
jejunem, and ileum. However, the study has not been sufficiendy detailed or extensive
at this juncture to exclude the possibility that fine morphologic differences may exisL
In the electron micrographs, the closely packed, rod-like microvilli which constitute
the striated free border have been readily demonstrated. Figure 2 is a schematic
representation of the structure of the border as derived from the following electron
microscope observations. Along the free margin of single cells, the microvilli are
usually of uniform appearance and oriented in the same manner with reference to
the plane of the section. The more nearly sagittal is the section of the cell, the more
nearly sagittal are the sections of the microvilli. As is readily apparent from Figure 5,
the microvilli of one cell may be oriented at angles varying to 90° with reference to
those of a neighboring cell. However, often the difference is not so great, and, were
it not for the underlying lateral cell membranes, one could not distinguish cell
boundaries from the appearance of serial microvilli. Figure 3.
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In its sagittal section. Figures 3, 6, 7, each microvillus is a straight or slightly
curved rod and its cap is rounded. Among the specimens taken from fasting subjects,
each microvillus varies only slightly in diameter through its linear extent and bears
an almost indistinguishable resemblance to its immediate neighbors.
It is exceedingly difficult to interpret measurements of the microvilli. Zetterqvist""
found the diameters of the microvilU to vary but littie. In various sections and from
different subjects, our observations conflrm that the diameters are remarkably constant
and average about 0.1 p.. In contrast, the lengths of the microvilli vary considerably.
In selected segments our measurements of lengths range from an average of 0.85 p
to an average of 1.60 p. Not only is this variation observed among speciments from
different subjects, which could be attributed to slight differences in post-mortem
changes or fixation, but it is apparent within a given segment of epithelium from the
same specimen. Figures 4, 6.
This observation, that length varies independently of diameter, suggests that the
longer microvilli possess greater whole bulk than the shorter processes. Length is
not attained by attentuation of the microvillus itself. The implication is that greater
bulk can be derived only from the cytoplasm of the underlying cell. The present
methods of electron microscopy make it mandatory that non-living specimens be
used, so that it is impossible to observe whether a given microvillus is capable of
altering its length and bulk, but such a capability is suggested.
A fine, distinct membrane surrounds each microvillus and is continuous with
the plasma membrane of the cell proper. Figures 3, 4, 6. Actually, this hmiting
membrane is double. In an electron micrograph, such a double membrane manifests
itself as two fine lines of increased density separated by an equally thin, lucent
space. Although demonstration of the double nature of this membrane in the human
is not possible in the half-tones of the present illustrations, it has been observed in
the original plates, and the distance between the two has been measured at about
115 A.U.*
The substance of the microvilli appears to be identical with the ground substance
of the cytoplasm in the sub-border of the cell itself. Figure 6.
A thin fibrillar structure of irregular width follows approximately the central
long axis of each microvillus. Figures 3, 6. Because this fibrillar structure appears
to be discontinuous in sagittal sections but is almost always present in transverse
sections of the microvilli, it is assumed that it follows a curved or slightly twisting
course within the microvillus. In certain sections, this fibrillar structure extends
to the distal tip of the microvillus. Figures 3, 4, where it may assume a greater
width and density. With varying clarity in certain sections, the fibrillar structure
extends below and beyond the base of the microvillus for a distance approximating
1/3 the equivalent length of the microvillus. Figure 4. Such extensions have been
designated by other observers as "rootlets". These rootlets are frequently of considerably greater (although irregular) diameter and density than the fibrillar structures
within the microvilli. As such, these rootlets probably represent the "subcuticular
granules" observed by optical microscopists'-".
*A.U. (Angstrom unit) . lO-Scm.
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From our current electron micrographs, we have estimated an average of about
49 microvilli per /x'. Because both the diameter and spacing of the microvilli appear
fairly uniform, little appreciable variation in the estimated number of microvilli has
been observed over given surface areas in different sections or from different subjects.
However, because of the variation in length, noted previously, the multiple to which
the presence of microvilli increases the plasma membrane surface of the intestine
cannot be conjectured.
SUMMARY
Our observations from electron micrographs of the free border of the human
small intestinal mucosa confirm for it the remarkable microvillous structure described
by previous investigators working with rats and mice. The ultrastructure of these
microvilli has been delineated. From morphologic observations it is suggested that
the microvilli are integral and functional components of the columnar epithelial
absorbing cell. Precise physiologic correlations with submicroscopic anatomy are not
apparent. Studies directed toward elucidating possible morphologic changes in the
microvilli under varying physiologic conditions and in disease are continuing.

"i
4 1.1
Figure 1

Figure 2

Photomicrograph of normal human jejunal
mucosa as viewed through ordinary optical
microscope at a magnification of about 270x.
Arrows indicate the striated border along the
free margin of the simple columnar epithelium.
Fine perpendicular striations known to be present cannot be discerned in the half-tone reproduction.

Schematic drawing of the rod-like cytoplasmic
projections (microvilli) which compose the free
border of the intestinal epithelial cell: (a)
continuous paired plasma membrane, (b) f i brillar structure which extends below the base
of the microvillus to form (c) the rootlet.
The figure is drawn to scale representing a
magnification of 42,000x.
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Figure 3 x28,000
Electron micrographs of tissue sections prepared from capsule biopsies of normal human jejunal
mucosa, illustrating the fine structure of the striated border. Figures 3 and 4 are from the same
subject; Figures 5, 6, and 7 are from a different subject. See text for detailed description.
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Figure 4 x 17,000
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Figure 6
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